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”One hundred million dollars represents
the value of products raised on Massachusetts
farms. "(1) This figure is appalling when one con-
siders that Massachusetts is an industrial state,
and has received more attention for its industrial
activity, while the middle west has clamored and re-
ceived enormous governmental relief and the greatest
proportion of the nation's capital spent in agricul-
ture for its agricultural pursuits. Yet a conserv-
ative estimate places the crop value of an acre of
land in Massachusetts 500 per cent more than the
value of crops from the land in the corn belt.
Does this fact suggest that Massachusetts, the
father of and the pioneer in many of the now lead-
ing farm practices of the United States, has acres
which yield more abundantly, or is it the result
of the emplo3rraent of more modern methods and active
minds? Just what is the reason for the wide differ-
ences in values?
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The new development in intensive agricul-
ture with the more intelligent use of land offers
a solution. Intensive farming means specialization
in faming where everything is subordinated to
specialty. Under this title of specialized farming
comes truck farming and market gardening. Truck
farming is the intensive cultivation on very fertile
land, of crops which have been started under glass.
This type of farming which yields two or three vari-
eties of produce on a large scale has the higihest
acreage value of any acre values in the country, d)
This acreage, which ranges from 50 to 200 acres is
devoted to low-price crops
.
The terms” market gardening' and "truck farm-
ing' are often used interchangeably, but one familiar
with agricultural endeavors makes a distinction.
Market gardening is the intensive acreage of high
price crops. This type of farming produces several
varieties which are grown on a small scale. Three
to twenty-five acres are devoted to the production
of market garden varieties.
This method of intensive cultivation
means more production per acre and for truck farming
(1) Nourse, AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
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80 acres may be considered as large as 300 acres in
general farming, and an acre under glass frame or
covered with greenhouses yields more abundantly. All
farmers, however, cannot turn to truck farming or mar-
ket gardening unless the soil and the markets are par-
ticularly adapted to the crops cultivated.
From a marketing standpoint, agricultural




The third class includes, as its name indi-
cates, all the perishable fruits and vegetables. The
market gardener and truck farmer are chiefly concerned
with the vegetable and fruit products. Therefore, this
thesis will be concerned with the perishables only.
Present Situation
The change of agriculture from an individ-
ualistic to a commercialized industry has had a
greater effect on the production of perishables than
on the production of the other two classes of agricultural
(1) Arthur B. Adams, LIARKETING PERISHABLE FARM PRODUCTS,
Volume LXXII, No. 3
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products, the staples and semi-staples. This, of
course, has been due directly to the rapid trade in
this particular class of commodity. The ordinary
food diet consists chiefly of perishable food prod-
ucts, The Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates that
about forty per cent of the money paid for food by
the American people goes to buy perishable farm pro-
duce, As long as the population was rural, each
family consumed its o\m produce. Extensive farming
was comparatively unimportant. Today, however, v/lth
the grov/th of great cities, the people depend on
the various producers for their perishable foods.
The total number of farms in Massachusetts
in 1930 was estimated to be 25,598,'' ' in the six
co-untles selected, the respective number of farms
which go to make up a part of this total are:
NUI'.IBER OP PARI.IS
Barnstable Bristol Essex Middlesex Norfolk Plymouth Total
484 3,042 2,024 3,453 1,128 1,734 11,865
(1) BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, Bulletin No. 156, p. 361
(2) MASSACHUSETTS AGRICULTURE, 15th Census, First Series
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The number of fanns engaged in agriculture
are, hov/ever, not all devoted to truck farming or
liiarket gardening. According to a report put out by
the Massachusetts Department of Agriculture, January,
1935, the total sales of these six counties are








These figures are estimated on the basis of
those farms v;hich produce only perishables, vegetables
or fruits, for market consumption.
The percentage of the number of farms which
produce only these perishables for market as compared
to the total number of farm.s is relatively small,
19 per cent in all.
Determined from unpublished material gathered at the
Massachusetts Agricultural Department. Result of a
recent project.
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History of Truck Farming and Market Gardening
The earliest evidence that New England
should be an agricultural community was manifested
by the Corporation of Massachusetts Bay. The
charter of this corporation extended from "a line
three miles south of Charles River to another three
miles north of any and every port of the Merrimac".
The stockholders and contributors in this corporation
received two hundred acres for every fifty pounds
of sterling that was paid in while stockholders and
others who Iraigrated at their own expense were given
a smaller proportion of land.
There was, however, very little of what
one would call commercial farming which characterizes
truck farming and market gardening. The farmers near
the sea coast or near a navigable river commercial-
ized to some extent by disposing of their surplus
products with very little effort and for a fair
price. The farmers who lived a long distance from
the seaboard or rivers were at a decided disadvan-
tage, Although there was a great scarcity of some
products at these junction points, (Boston) ,which
would find a ready market, the cost of hauling the
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The earlier type of farmer was, however,
industrially self-sufficient. He carried on his
farming and living by a system of bartering. V/hen
a monetary basis of exchange replaced the old system
of bartering, the agriculturalist became a business
man and ceased to barter, and as a business man ap-
plied science to agriculture. "The struggle for
life" and "environment" meet the forces of com-
petition and opportunity. Competition and its many
forces have produced still another kind of compe-
tition, specialization among farmers, and the locali-
ties which are particularly adapted to specializa-
tion by fertile soil and proximity of markets are
fast becoming centers where skill and Intelligence
are developing this nev/ type of specialization
called truck farming or market gardening. A farmer
who is now engaged in this nev/ form of agriculture
may be considered a progressive farmer. Opportunity
exists everywhere in Massachusetts for the progres-
sive farmer because of the nearness to good markets
for every farm, in the state. No farm is over two
hundred miles from the Boston market, and many sections
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have their ovm markets which absorb their produce,
and which are closer to the farms.
The nearness of market is an important
consideration not only from the viewpoint that the
hauling distance is shorter but also because the
fsirmer knows the capacity of the market. This in
turn is important because the farmer can adjust his
supply and demand to market conditions and remove
the "chance problem".
The long and complicated market machinery
between the farmer and the ultimate consumer is
greatly removed in this type of farming. Many of
the farmers sell direct to the chain stores, road-
side stands, or Independent markets and thereby
remove the "middle-man’ s" buying and selling problem.
The margin of profit made by the farmer is in direct
proportion to his ability to reduce costs, and by
lessening the complicated market machinery the truck
farmer is reducing costs.
The important factor of getting produce
to the consumer with the least ?/aste and expense is
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one of the basic factors that has developed market
gardening and truck farming.
The rapid development of agricultural
endeavors during the last five decades has consisted
chiefly of the expansion of the knowledge of prob-
lems of production in the way of a better applica-
tion of the knowledge of the new sciences closely
related to agriculture.
The first economic studies of agriculture
were made by the Federal and State Governments and
statistical studies of national and world produc-
tion were made in the form of crop estimates.
Later on national and state work in farm management
was undertaken in the problems of farm management
and marketing. Now the state issues information
relative to production, consumption and distribu-
tion problems. These lines of work have greatly
improved the farmer’s knowledge of the economic
factors involved in successful farming. Agricul-
ture now has definite legislation which has helped
agriculture adapt many sound economic policies.
Since 1913 the United States Department
of Agriculture has adopted a broader policy with
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respect to agriculture. In that particular year
the Office of Markets was organized. This policy
of aiding farmers is distinctly economic and, rel-
ative to the economic aspects of farming, quite
t
distinct from the purely business and technical
aspects. The Bureau of Agricultural Economics has
become one of the most important divisions in the
whole department.
Many agricultural organizations have been
developed since the war and chief among these is
the American Farm Bureau Federation.
ECONOMICS OF ACSUCULTUI^ by Nourse
FARM ECONOMICS, by Frank App
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GEOGRAPHICAL FACTORS OF EASTERN llASSACHUSETTS
Climate
Eastern Massachusetts, lying as it does
in the humid region of Eastern United States,has a
varied climate, typical of the coastal regions.
The rainfall is sufficient and well distributed
througjiout the year. The average annual rainfall
in these counties varies from 43.50 to 59.09.
Hovfever, the greater part of the total precipita-
tion occurs during the warmer months of the year,
the spring and summer. The variation in the rain-
fall between these counties is not great. The dif-
ference between the largest percentage of precipi-
tation and the smallest percentage does not vary
more than seven inches. From comparison of the
coastal regions and the interior, it is noticeable
there
tha^ is more rain in the driest season along the
coast and less rain in the wettest, as compared to
the interior of the counties. The range in differ-
ence is small. (1)
The mean temperature varies quite a bit
between the counties but taking Essex and Middlesex
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counties as representative of all the counties, the
difference between the absolute maximum and the ab-
solute minimum temperature gives the mean or average
annual temperature, 47.5® p.
Drou^t of a killing nature is never ex-
perienced in Eastern New England, and the dry sea-
sons are very few.
In the matter of frost there is a differ-
ence of about a month in the variations between the
coastal regions and the Interior. Along the coast
line the climate is tempered by the presence of the
ocean. The time betv/een the last killing frost and
the first varies from five to six and one-half
months. Toward the southern part of Massachusetts
the average frost-free season is longer; it vatles
from six and one-half months to seven. The early
frosts in fall and late in spring are more common
in
in the lower areas than/the higher.
The length of the growing season varies,
but it is ample in length to mature a variety of
crops
.
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Soil
The soil of eastern Massachusetts is
classified as being an immature acidic soil.^^^
At one time the entire area was glaciated and this
gave rise to a diverse soil. Land that was of
value at one time may through neglect or other
reasons be a poor agricultural soil in the next gen-
eration, while, on the other hand, poor soil that
haa adequate moisture, and is easy to cultivate may
be made valuable with the use of chemical fertilizers
.
This immature acidic soil of Massachusetts has a
climate which is especially adapted at particular
locations to the production of special commodities.
This loose sandy soil, which is found along the coast
retains heat and is adapted to the type of crops
raised by the market gardener. The reaction of
the sun, air and moisture on this soil makes it
possible to plant the crops early in the spring.
(1) NET.’/ ENGLAND SOIL GROUPS, Classified by
M. F. Morgan,
W. J. Latimer, SOIL SURVET OP ESSEX COUNTY,
MASSACHUSETTS, U. S, Department of Agriculture, in
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The area of eastern Massachusetts has







d) Stony soil area (small area)
Barnstable a) Plymouth
b) Merrlmac—Hinckley
(very sandy or gravelly)
Bristol a) Coloma
b) Predominantly stony soil area
Lirfit~textured, Acid Upland Soils
Gloucester-Brookfield Group
This is made up of agricultural land on
hilly upland sections of fine sandy loams. The
soils have a moderate fertility and a very irreg-
ular topography.
Coloma Group
Found in southeastern Massachusetts. It
is an area of sandstone or quartz -schist rock, which
has weathered, giving a soil of a lighter, sandier
(1) I. G. Davis, AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION IN NEW ENGLAND
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texture which is much less stony than in case of the
Gloucester—Brookfield soils. If the topography
conditions are favorable this soil is ’’fairly sat-
isfactory” for truck crops, if it is heavily fer-
tilized, limed and manured.
Plymouth Group
’’Belts of coarse sandy soils with an ir-
regular hummocky surface strewn with granitic
boulders of all sizes”. These soils are very barren
and are of little value as far as agriculture is
concerned.
Stony Soils
Stony, thin and li^t textured soils which
are either fine sandy loam or loam soils. If the
larger boulders are removed some agriculture is
possible. A typical farm on this type of soil is
not usually larger than sixty acres of tillable land.
Merrimac—Hinckley Group
The soils under this group are excessively
sandy or gravelly soils and occupy valley land near
streams or rivers. The agricultural value of this
type of soil is limited except for early crops,
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Population in relation to agriculture is





4. Character of farm population
Eastern Massachusetts produces the greater
proportion of the perishables found in truck farming
and market gardening in this section of the state,
and the prosperity of these agriculturists depends
on the extent and purchasing power of the immediate
surrounding population. If the people have a hi^
degree of purchasing power, there is a decided ten-
dency on their part to purchase hi^ grade perish-
ables, while if their purchasing power is low there
is a tendency to substitute canned vegetables or
vegetables of an inferior quality rather than the
local vegetables.
More than two million people live in the
towns and cities surrounding and including Boston.
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The area is a very concentrated area and has a rel-
atively hi^ purchasing power. This factor
is an important factor affecting the agriculture
of eastern Massachusetts.
The farm population of Massachusetts up
to 1800 consisted almost entirely of people of
colonial origin. With the rapid immigration during
1850-
-1870 the sons of the immigrants hired out as
farm hands. As a result the farm lands fell into
the hands of the Immigrants, It is impossible to
mention the local settlements. The larger groups
are the Italians and the Portuguese, with a miscel-
laneous scattering of Jews and Irish, The recent
group of European and Canadian immigrants have, with
their large families, been able to continue farming
because of their cheap supply of free labor. This
competition has been felt to some degree by the
native farmers, but as yet has not presented a ser-
ious problem.
(1) NEW ENGLANDS DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION,
New Englands Prospect, 1930 pp. 23-24
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Planning Board
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ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE OP I/IASSACHUSETTS » AGRICULTURE
COST OP PRODUCTION
Pertilizer
Pertilizer has always been one of the larg
est expense items to the farmers in this section of
Massachusetts, and for practical purposes -the consti
tuents must be added in order to adapt the soil to
this system of farming in order to increase or at
least permanently maintain the productive power of
the soil. Prequently, the additional cost of the
Increased production, that fertilizer makes possible
is greater than the income from the larger crops.
Additional labor, interest on expenditures, and
seasonal risks, should all be added to the Initial
expense of the commodity.
In market gardening and truck farming,
fertilizer is an unusually heavy expense, because
the farmer is Interested in starting the plants
early and pushes the cultivation along by the use
of glass frames and fertilizer. Crops which provide
• ^
• • / *
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a large receipt per acre can be more heavily fer-
tilized than an acre of ordinary farm land, or those
giving small returns per acre.
7/hen one considers that the market garden
or truck farm products produce a larger return per
acre than other types of crops, it is reasonable
to assume that a considerable application of
fertilizer applied to a moderately fertile soil
will increase the production per acre in sufficient
quantities to warrant the expense of the fertil-
izer. In the growing of vegetables or truck crops
the increase in production makes applications
profitable
.
Therefore, assuming that this expense is
one of the largest to the market gardener or truck
farmer, the principle of diminishing returns does
not apply and profits do not decrease but rather
Increase
.
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Labor
Labor is often the largest expense that
the farmer has. In the six counties selected the
percentage of labor costs is 33.5 of the total ex-
penses. But, if labor is plentiful, it is often
desirable to grow the intensive crops, such as fruit
and truck crops; the profits per man per acre are
sufficiently high to warrant an Increased supply
of labor during the seasonal periods. These crops,
the vegetable and truck crops, are usually of suf-
ficiently hi^ value to warrant the use of hand labor
in weeding and hoeing.
In Massachusetts the wages are compara-
tively low as compared to those paid in other in-
dustries. Mr. Coon, of the Waltham Agricultural
Service Station, estimates that the average salary
paid to a farm laborer is $3.00 or $3.50 a day.
If the laborer lives on the farm his wages vary
and an accurate estimate has not been obtained.
There are a great many Italian women engaged in
hand picking and weeding and these women receive
from $2.50 to $3.00 a day.^^^ According to the
figures received from some of the local farmers the
(1) J* C. Folsom, FARM LABOR IN MASSACHUSETTS,
Department of Agriculture Bulletin No, 1220.
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average wage for these women is about $10 per week.
Children in agriculture receive various
wages from $5.00 to $7.00 a week according to
their age and ability.
i
Because of children in industrialized
agriculture, a conference was held at the State House
for the report of the Special Committee on Child Wel-
fare, House Document No. 1200, of the year 1900, and
the recommendations submitted to the legislature by
the Commission concerned the employment of children
in 'industrialized agriculture. The general senti-
ment was against the extension of factory laws to
cover industrialized agriculture because this type
of work was seasonal and therefore temporary in
character and usually restricted to not more than
elgjit weeks. Children of thirteen years or over
were employed and the only exception of having
younger children was in the case when parents
worked on the farms. The usual work day was limi-
ted to nine hours, and weather frequently caused a
shorter day.
Laws applying specifically to Farm V/ork
in Massachusetts— ”No child under 14 shall be em-
ployed at work performed for wage or other compen-
oil. at etoda nd% »bav o^iAxeir*
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sation during hours when public schools are in
session."
"A child between 14 and 16 who wishes to
leave school for farm work is required to obtain a
special certificate Issued by the superintendent
of schools. To secure this certificate he must
present the same evidence of age as is required for
a regular employment certificate, must have a phy-
sician’s certificate of physical fitness, and must
be able to meet the requirements for completion of
the sixth grade of the public schools. A child 14
years of age or over who possesses the same educa-
tional qualifications may be excused from school
attendance by the superintendent of schools to
engage in "profitable employment at home", after
investigation of the nature and necessity of the
work in which the child is to engage . "
The employment of a child under 14 at
any work between 6 P. M. and 6:30 A. M. is prohibited.
The most recent investigation on labor
violation was undertaken to Investigate the employ-
ment of children in picking cranberries, and also
the prices paid to these children. In this invest-
igation it was found that the largest number of women
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and children were employed on the bogs and were
engaged in hand picking. In some cases the boys
had minor small jobs. The children under 14 were
often accompanied by parents or older brothers or
sisters. The foreman for one plant said that no
distinction was made as to age. If a parent brought
several children the number of berries picked was
credited to the parent.
The ages of the children found working
ranged from 6—21 years
.
In the hand-picking of cranberries most
of the children employed are under 14 years of age
and a great many children are engaged.
Although the conditions under which the
women worked on the cranberry bogs were far from
desirable, several laws were enacted specifying a
definite sanitary and relief plan, to be carried
out by these farmers . No report has been made
since the protest was filed enumerating the unsan-
itary conditions and the employment of minors, but
the Massachusetts Board of Industrial Labor expect
that next summer will show better results. The
child employment problem seems to have been defin-
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the school attendance problems and the children
are engaged in this hand-picking during vacations
.
Information on child labor is very dif-
ficult to obtain when it pertains to agriculture,
but it is certain that children under 14 are em-




The type or amount of machinery that a
farmer buys varies with the type of farm he is
managing. It is difficult to estimate the value
of machinery on any of these farms because the
larger proportion of machinery is not used for
market gardening or truck faming alone, but it
is used for dairy purposes or poultry raising also.
The use of modern fam equipment increases
the efficiency in fam operation by decreasing the
amount of man labor employed, but the value of im-
plements and machinery listed for eastern Massachu-
setts shows a decrease rather than an increase over
the last ten years, 1920—1930; while, on the other
hand, farm labor costs show a consistent increase
since 1920. However, truck farming engages a
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larger proportion of hand labor and this fact
must be considered in estimating the differences
in cost. Then, farm machinery such as cultivators,
weeders, and tractors, has a large initial expense,
a slow depreciation rate and a’ long life. The
expense is not as constant as farm labor expenses.
The machinery and labor costs are the two
most Important in any type of farming. While the
farm machinery used on cultivating or harvesting
makes up a larger proportion of the figure given
on the expenditure chart for machinery cost,
trucks are an important consideration in this
type of farm operation, where the farmers haul
their produce to market. The insurance of having
the products arrive at the market in a satisfac-
tory condition, and the time and expense saved,
warrants the expenditure on the trucks
.
As the trucking distance from Boston
market Increases, the direct expenses increase
with the mileage, as well as the fixed costs.
The farmer nearer to the market has fev/er expenses
both direct and fixed than has the farmer who
lives at a greater distance. As the distance
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increases the trucks must be more substantial to
stand the added wear and tear, the cost of gasoline,
oil, and tire wear. The farmers in the outlying
districts usually maintain tmcks of larger tonnage,
in order to bring in more perishables and defray
the expenses of a long haul. The perishables of
al
sever/farms are often sent to market on one of
these larger trucks to save the expenses partial
loads would entail.
Electricity
In the itemized list of expenditures for
the farms in eastern Massachusetts, electricity
makes up the smallest percentage of the total ex-
penditures. It is only used for the distinct needs
which can be supplied by electricity better than
any other method. Electric lighting, for example,
is the most convenient and pleasant system of
lifting yet devised, and the farmers who have
poultry farms find it a great boon for the in-
cubators. As far as agriculture is concerned the
electric motor finds a multitude of purposes and
it is a convenient source of power. The electric
motor comes in a variety of sizes and can be used
for every purpose from a coffee grinder to the •
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narl^ leif^ad ij^Xoi*xrfO®Xd Z>0 XX<itiJC'tt go- roo rfoXifw
,oX^r^i53C» nol ' ati;t^dXJ! .6cif^»ia lori^to T«a
io ^^ft« rfnali>ov«^t9.:fBO!r odi »i
ev.vi oji»f «|X^ toal ^^e'ivQ^ ^nictilsXX
•aJ oiW •LC^J. •'*00^ jj iX httl'l uc^ol \;^i5XsfO<i
t;l ca aalj bA ,£;»ioJBCfro
hfff. aaaoq'it?^' lo afv«»^tdXxfl^ b stkul’i *iOiow di'idOfcXa
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t»©Rj7 aU fwo dOv’fifc lo ^^cX»ij0v a til aasioo 'xodoja
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piamplng of water for irrigation, the milking of
cows, or the washing of beets and carrots for market.
Machines which bunch the produce, such as
celery, are a modern electrical development used on
the truck farms. The p\n*pose of having these bunches
vrrapped are twofold. First, they make the handling
more efficient; and secondly, it is a method of ad-
vertising the brand of celery and the producer.
Electricity is now used in the glass
frames as a so\irce of heat to push the early plants
along, but the expense Involved in maintaining
these electrified glass frames is high. Most of
the market gardeneis would use these new frames if
the results were more economically produced, but
high cost of maintenance defeats their purpose.
Taxes
Taxes, althou^ not the largest expense
in the farmer's budget, are one of the most constant.
It is an item which he pays for a twelve-month period
whereas he uses his land only for a six-month period.
In other words, he is paying twice as much for the
land in order to maintain it, as is the industrial-
ist who uses the land over a twelve year period.
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E. C. Buehler, in The Reference Shelf,
estimates that taxes in the United. States have in-
creased from 6Q^ per $100, full valuation in 1913,
to $1.22 in 1922, $1.37 in 1927, $1.46 in 1928 and
to $1.50 in 1932. He claims that this increase in
taxes per acre has been accompanied by a decline
in fai*m land values which was caused in part by
the rising tax levies
.
Adjustments in bases for taxation have
not kept pace with the change in the types and
sources of income of people, and like most econ-
omic adjustments are a generation behind time
.
The farm land is still a main source of tax
revenue
.
Real estate is usually taxed heavily in
the general property tax because of the inherent
difficulty of reaching all the intangible property,
and in comparison to the amount of business carried
on in agriculture and that carried on in other in-
dustries, thfe amount of real estate used by the
farmer is outstanding and the tax burden heavy.
It is a case of hl^ taxes and low earn-
ings. One of the contributing causes to the decline
*m t
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of agriculture is the excessive taxation on all
farm property.
Agriculture has always felt the burden
of excessive taxation, and the condition seems to
be one to justify relief.
However, the important thing to consider
is that the tax burden is hi^, and it is a constant
expense to the farmer, who is paying more taxes nov/
than he ever did.
The ratio of the taxes to value per thou-
sand dollars:
Barnstable Bristol Essex Middlesex Norfolk Plymouth^
^
1.35 1.71 1.92 1.82 1.74 1.54
Intensive Methods
The market gardener and truck farmer are
using an intensive method of cultivation to induce
the production of a larger crop. The Increased
production has directly resulted in decreased costs.
The farmer is using a system of constant rotation
in producing the vegetables for market. As soon as
one vegetable is harvested another is planted.
Celery may be planted at one season and tomatoes at
another. The yield is hi^er but the acreage has
(1) Fifteenth Census of the United States, 1930--
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not necessarily increased, and therefore the result
is a greater profit on the acreage of land.
In this type of agriculture the larger
producer reduces his costs per acre.
The increased output does not necessarily
mean an Increasing rate or diminishing returns, be-
cause the farmer does not in many instances compete
with the main market, but sells his perishables
locally to Independent stores or chain stores, where
the quality of the perishables is a determinant fac-
tor rather than the available supply obtainable at
a distance, with the consequent loss from spoilage.
The large producer has an advantage in
this type of farming, especially when fertilizer
constitutes such a large percentage of the farmer's
expenses, because he can buy in large quantities.
The -larger producer • usually carries on some other
type of farming or agriculture in conjunction with
market gardening, and the machinery and implements
used for truck farming may also be used for another
type of farming. The trucks used for dairy supplies
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Some of the larger producers around
Boston have been able to supply the chain store re-
quirements for a particular vagetable, such as
celery, and have established definite connections
with the chain stores and market buyers, who usually
look to the larger producer for the bulk of their
supplies
.
The greatest source of profit arises
from the cultivation of these truck crops which on
account of their adaptation to local circumstances
yield abundantly, and the many types of vegetables
which will complete a rotation and fill in the gaps
that would result if one crop alone v/ere cultivated.
These large scale producers, by intensive
methods, usually select three crops v/hich are best
suited, and plant the largest proportion that will
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The proportion of the agricultural indus-
try in Massachusetts is magnified by the fact that
the total valuation of farm property in the state
was approximately $300,000,000 in 1930 and was ex-
ceeded by only one manufacturing industry, the
cotton goods trade. The $188,253,728 invested
in the eastern Massachusetts' farm property is 2/3
of the total Investment in Massachusetts’ agricul-
ture. An analysis of the distribution of invest-
ment in buildings, land, livestock, equipment, and
machinery, for each of the six counties, shows
that a larger proportion of the investment was in-
vested in land and buildings.
The total cash income received by the
farmers in the eastern section of Massachusetts dur-
ing the year 1930 amounted to $38,854,855.
(1) FARM VALUATION FOR 1929, Massachusetts Depart-
ment of Labor and Industry
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The average Income received by this
section amounted to §3,274.74. This same sec-
tion spentC28,151,821 in farm operations, labor,
feed, fertilizer, labor implements, and electricity.
The net return on investment expressed
in a percentage showed a net profit of 5.68^ on the
total investment.
These figures presented represent income
from all types of farming and not necessarily the
income from the group of truck farmers and market
gardeners alone. It would be difficult to say
that one farmer engages in market gardening or
truck farming, and does not raise hogs or cattle
from which he receives a return on investment.
that
The important fact isyapproximately 21 , 1% of the
total income is the return derived from cultiva-
tion of the perishables, fruit and vegetables, in
the eastern section of Massachusetts.
(1) Based on 11,865 farms. Census Report
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GOVERNI.IENT LOANS ^ ^ ^
All of the Federal agencies and functions
dealing with agricultural credit were consolidated
into one organization--The Farm Credit Administra-
tion—by the President’s Executive Order effective
May 27, 1933. This nev; organization is headed by
a governor, two deputy governors and four commis-
sioners .
These commissioners supervise Farm Activ-
ities :
1. The Land Bank Commissioner is in charge of
commissioners’ loans and responsible for
the supervision of the Federal land banl^s,
national farm loan associations, and joint
stock land banks.
2. The Intermediate Credit Commissioner is
responsible for the supervision of the
twelve Federal intermediate credit banks.
(1) AGRICULTURAL FINANCING, Farm Credit Administra-
tion (Farm Mortgage, Production and Marketing Loans)
Washington Office
.
FARM MORTGAGE DEBTS, 1930, CHARGES IN MORTGAGE DEBT,
AND TAXES, 1929. Fifteenth Census of the United
States, 1930. Agriculture of Massachusetts
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3. The Production Credit Commissioner is re-
sponsible for the supervision of production
credit associations and the twelve produc-
tion credit corporations provided under
the act.
4. The Cooperative Bank Commissioner is in
charge of the Central Bank for Cooperatives
located at Washington, and is responsible
for the supervision of the tv/elve regional
banks for cooperatives provided for under
the act.
This act has various sections regarding
loans to farmers
.
1. Federal Land Banks . They make loans only
upon first mortgages on farm lands. To be
eligible as a borrower an applicant must
be engaged or shortly to become engaged in
farming operations or the principal part
of his Income must be derived from farming
operations. Loans may be made up to ^50,000
and for not less than $100 to any one indiv-
idual, but preference is given to loans of
less than $10,000. The Federal Farm Mort-
gage Corporation, established by an act of
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Congress;, Is authorized to issue two
billion dollars in bonds for the purpose
of financing loans of these banks. The
borrov/ers will receive their loans in bonds
of this corporation, with the exception of
a small part of the loans, which will be
made in cash to meet special requirements
where bonds cannot be used.
These bonds are:
(a) Fully and unconditionally guaranteed
as to both principal and interest by the
United States Government.
(b) As readily marketable as United States
Government Bonds
.
(c) Lawful security for fifteen day borrov^-
ings by member banks of the Federal Reserve
System.
(d) Lawful investments and may be accepted
as security for all fiduciary, trust, and
public funds of which the deposit or invest-
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(e) Exempt from all Federal, State, Munici-
pal, and local taxation, except surtaxes
and estate.
(f) Bear interest rates to provide the in-
vestor with returns comparable to those re-
ceived on United States Government long-term
bonds
.
(g) Are issued in denominations of $100,
$500, $1,000, $5,000, and $10,000.
These loans are made for various purposes:
to provide for the purchase of land for ag-
riculture, to provide for the purchase of
equipment, fertilizers, and livestock nec-
essary for the proper and reasonable opera-
tion of the mortgage farm, to provide build-
ings and for the improvement of farm land,
to liquidate indebtedness of the owner of
the land mortgaged incurred for agricultur-
al purposes, and to provide the ovmer of
the land mortgaged with funds for general
agricultural uses.
Loans by this banlc are made either
directly or indirectly. Most of these loans
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are made through and with the endorsement
of national farm loan associations, v/her-
ever they are in existence. A borrov/er
throu^ this association must purchase
stock in it in an amount equal to 5^ of
his loan. The association endorses and
becomes liable for the loan made to each
of its members. The stock subscribed is
pledged with the association as collateral
security to the loans endorsed by the asso-
ciation. They in turn subscribe to an
equal amoiint of stock in the Federal Land
Bank, which stock is held by the bank as
collateral. V/hen the borrower pays his
loan stock is retired. If the association
is not in debt to the bank, the bank remits
the proceeds of this stock to the associa-
tion in cash. If the association is in
debt, it may be necessary for the bank to
withhold all or a portion of the proceeds
of its stock and apply the same as a credit
on the association’s indebtedness. In lo-
calities where there are no local associations
OI53CT
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the bank may make direct loans to farmers.
Borro\7ers obtaining direct loans must sub-
scribe for capital stock in the bank in the
amount of ;|5 for each $100 or fraction
thereof borrowed. Upon full payment of the
loan stock, it will be cancelled and the
proceeds will be paid to the borrowers
.
The rate of interest charged on loans
made throu^ these associations may not
exceed by more than one percent the rate
of interest borne by the bonds last issued
by the bank. The rate of interest on direct
loans is one -half of one percent greater
than the rate of interest charged to borrow-
ers on loans made through the associations.
However, the passage of the Emergency Act
reduced the rate so that at present it can-
not exceed ij- percent on these loans
throu^ the association and 5 percent, direct-
ly, A small charge is made on each loan
to meet the necessary expenses of the bank.
These loans are usually repayable in semi-
annual Installments although in some districts
loans are made on an annual payment basis.
In addition to the interest due on the loan.
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a sum is added which, when applied to the
principal, will amortize or pay off the
loan and extinguish the debt of the borrov/er
in the period specified in the mortgage.
Commissioners’ Loans . In many instances
it was impossible for farmers to talce ad-
vantage of the land bank loans because
their farms were already mortgaged. This
caused the introduction of the Farm Mort-
gage Corporation in which loans may be made
to farmers on the security of either a
first or second mo-^tgage,
.
and the security
may be supplemented in Instances, by a
mortgage on farm chattels, such as, live-
stock, equipment, and crops. However, loans
are not ordinarily made upon chattels alone
The purpose of these loans was to refin-
ance any indebtedness, secured or unsecured,
to provide working capital for farming opera
tions; and to enable a farmer to re-acquire
farm property lost by foreclosure after
July 1, 1931. These loans were not to ex-
ceed $7,500 and may not exceed 75^ of the
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appraised value. In addition. In the case
of security on second mortgage, the first
mortgagee was limited in his right to pro-
ceed against the farmer by a set of regu-
lations. Interest on these loans was at
the rate of 5^. A small fee was charged
in obtaining the loan to cover expenses.
Payments on the loans may be made annually
or semi-annually as determined by the Com-
missioner. During the first three years
the borrower will not be required to make
any payment on the principal if he is not
in default with respect to any other pro-
vision of his mortgage. At the end of this
period payments will be made on the princi-
pal large enough to extinguish the debt
within the agreed period. Knowing in ad-
vance that a great volume of applications
would be received, arrangements were made
so that only emergency cases wore handled
at first.
Federal Intermediate Credit Banlcs . They
provide agricultural credit for periods
which are "intermediate”, between the
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maturities usually available through
short term commercial bank loans and those
on long term farm mortgage loans. They are
not authorized to make loans directly to
individual farmers and stock men but extend
credit to financing Institutions. The
amount of credit which any credit institu-
tion may obtain from a Federal intermediate
bank depends upon a number of factors.
This bank is in reality a discounting or-
ganization for all farm paper under certain
conditions
.
The act under which they operate pro-
vides that no paper shall be discounted for
any bank if the amoimt thereof, added to
its other liabilities (other than bona fide
deposit liabilities ), exceeds twice the paid
in and unimpaired capital and surplus of
the bank. Under the law the discount rate
of this credit bank may not exceed by more
than one percent per annum the Interest
rate borne by its last preceding issue of
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credit institution may charge the farmer
on a note discounted hy this credit hank
may not exceed the bank’s discount rate by
more than per annum.
The experience of these intermediate
credit banks Indicates that notes of farmers
and stock men should mature at the time the
makers expect to market their crops or live-
stock. Maturities extending beyond three
years may in no case be handled by an inter-
mediate credit bank. Ordinarily, they range
from six to twelve months, but where secu-
rity and other conditions surrounding the
paper justify, renewals at maturity are
accepted by the Intermediate credit banks.
Production Credit Corporations sind Associa-
tions . They are opened with a fixed capital
and it could be increased or decreased
accordingly, to meet the needs of the dis-
trict served by the corporation. The pur-
pose of this corporation is to Invest funds
in preferred Class A stock of production
credit associations in the district which
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it serves. These funds invested will.be
used by the association to purchase hi^-
grade bonds, which will be pledged with
Intermediate Credit Bank as additional
collateral behind farmers’ notes discounted
by the credit bank for the association.
After determination by the production
credit corporation of the territory to be
served by the production credit associa-
tion, ten or more farmers whose operations
are in this territory are required to sign
sin application for a charter. If success-
ful they will be subject to such rules and
regulations as the Governor may prescribe.
They prescribe the terms, conditions, and
rate of interest, and the type of security
to be offered in connection with loans made
by associations. Loans will in general be
for one year or less and none will be made
for more than three years. The association
and the borrower, to the extent of his capi-
tal stock, will be held responsible for the
loans made to individual members . Crop loans
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will ordinarily be secured by a first mort-
gage lien on growing crops and other person-
al property, while livestock loans usually
will be secured by a first mortgage lien on
livestock.
The interest rate charged the farmer will
vary depending upon the rate at which the
intermediate credit banks are able to bor-
row money from the Investing public through
the sale of debentures and the expenses and
probable losses of the association. The
rate, however, may not exceed more than 5%
the rate paid by the association to the in-
termediate credit bank.
The associations may make loans to farm-
ers for general agricultural purposes, in-
cluding the production and harvesting of
crops, the breeding, raising, and fattening
of livestock and poultry products. The
farmer may borrow for not less than $50,
and since production credit associations
must depend on rediscounting farmers' notes
with intermediate credit banks to obtain
funds to loan, the notes they accept must
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meet the credit bank's standards as to
security, matirltles and interest rates.
Emergency Crop Loans
.
These are the most
recent type of farm financing. On
March 27, 1933, this responsibility was
transferred from the Department of Agri-
culture to the Farm Credit Administration.
These loans are made with Federal funds
appropriated by Congress. They are intend-
ed for emergency use only and will be made
to applicants unable to obtain credit from
other government agencies. Assuming that
the applicant has satisfactory security to
offer, these funds, limited to $250 per
farmer, are available to him and to those
who have no other income except that re-
ceived from farming and have complete farm
equipment, but who have no source of credit
open to them for the purchase of spring
planting supplies, including the purchase
of seed. The amount loaned to the farmer
depends upon the crop to be planted and the
acreage . The maximum allowed on truck crops
such as cabbage, carrots, lettuce, tomatoes,
strawberries, etc., is $25.00 per acre.
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(1) FARM CREDIT ADMINISTRATION of Springfield
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SPECIALTIES OP EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS
VARIETIES
The "Pour million dollar crop in Massachu-
setts", cranberries, are cultivated in approximately
four counties of Eastern Massachusetts, Barnstable,
Bristol, Norfolk, and Plymouth; all in the "Cape"
section. Approximately 10% of all the cranberries
grown in the United States are grown in this section
of the state. It is estimated that 15,000 acres
are devoted to cranberry bogs, which is evidence of
production on a large scale of this particular crop.
It is mainly an export crop and the domestic market
consumes a relatively small percentage of the crop.
Cranberries




State stable Bristol Essex sex Norfolk Plymouth
14,000 4,350 420 10 160 60 8,620
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An analysis of the preceding table shows
that 14,000 acres of cranberries v/ere cultivated
in Massachusetts and 13,620 acres v/ere cultivated
in six eastern counties of Massachusetts; the re-
maining acres were cultivated in Duke and Nantucket,
but the acreage is a relatively small percentage of
the total
.
The remainder of crops in which these
ize
counties special/are truck crops, or the many vari-
eties of vegetables raised for human consumption.
The leading or more common varieties of fruits and
vegetables are groivn in the largest quantities in
these six counties. The crops grown Include aspara-
gus, beets, cabbage, carrots, tomatoes, lettuce,
spinach, celery and others. The percentage of the
acreage cultivated as compared to the total acreage
of the entire state is shovm in the following table.
It is apparent from an analysis of the table that
the agricultural activity is v/ell distributed and
the largest percentage of the truck crop cultivation
is concentrated In the six eastern counties of
Massachusetts; Barnstable, Bristol, Essex, Middlesex,
Norfolk, and Plymouth. Which is another way of saying
iit’trKi'LD’tt *^0 a*i*tPQ OOC^^X
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the largest scale of production carried on in
truck crops in Massachusetts is found in these six
eastern counties selected for study.
The production as compared to the com-
peting areas of Massachusetts is given in percent-
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Considering the total acreage of the
entire state cultivating truck crops as compared to
the acreage cultivated in these six eastern counties,
significant facts are readily seen. It is interest-
ing to note the greater percentage of truck crops
grown are grown in these counties and in only two
instances does the percentage fall below 50^, as in
the case of cucumbers 39^, and onions 6^. Althou^
Massachusetts farmers cultivated nearly 3,000 acres
of onions in 1930, or 3^ of the total onion acreage
of the United States, this crop is produced almost
entirely in the Connecticut valley, and it is one
of the most specialized crops in that particular
region.
In the remainding percentages considered,
of the 18 varieties of truck crops. Eastern Massachu-
setts produces well over 50^ of the total of the
state production. In ten of the crops selected,
the production is over 75^ of the total for the
State, and the spinach production amounts to 96^ of
the total, leaving only 4^ to be produced by the
remaining countries throughout the state.
4
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The relative magnitude of market gardening
and truck farming in these counties is further in-
dicated when one considers that the largest percent-
age of acreage is cultivated in this particular
section, and the "homegrovm" production managed to
retain a leading position in the supply of certain
products. For instance, the "homegrown" leads the
1933 lists of sources of spinach, carrots, cabbage,
beans, celery, sweet corn, beets, squash, peppers,
apples, strawberries, and cranberries. Althou^
the receipts of "homegrown "have increased, the in-
crease has been confined to the native season.
Considering those crops individually
which lead the list as sources of supply, the "home-
grown", or the more specialized products of eastern
Massachusetts, it is interesting to note that locally
grown spinach has always made up from one-third to
one-half of the total supply. The strongest compet-
ing market is chiefly Virginia. If the competition
from Virginia is strong in the spring of the year
when the trucked-in spinach reaches the market the
May prices on "homegrown" are generally lov/.
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However, the local grown spinach brings a more com-
pensating return in the Fall season. The local
spinach is in the market until November, then
Texas ships in a supply until May. Since Texas
has extended her season, both Virginia and Texas
are competing with each other, but Texas is not
competing directly with the local producer because
the bulk of the supply received from Texas is re-
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The volume of "homegrown” carrots has in-
creased from 630 carloads in 1924 to 1,665 in 1933,
and the volume received has constituted 40^-55^ of
the yearly totals. The competing markets are Calif-
ornia and Texas. California’s production of carrots
has increased in such proportion during the last
twelve years that the state now raises more carrots
than any other state. The supply received from
California and Texas comes to the Boston market dur-
ing the fall and spring months, and does not directly
compete with the native carrots, but rather supple-
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Cabbage has not increased in its average
voliime for the past ten years in the Boston market.
Tlie "homegroTm” variety is still greater than that
received from other sections of the country.
Florida and New York rank next as competitors for
the market. The greater supply is received from
Florida, especially during the winter and early
spring months . New York is in a more favorable
position to supply the Boston market, because of
proximity and the fact that Florida shipped only one
carload more than New York during the 1933 season.
New York, however, sends some of its production in-
to the manufacture of sauerkraut.
Cabbage --Recelpts by Sources of Sunply--Carloads
1933 Jan Feb Iviar Apr I.Iay June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Total
H. G. “14 5 37 118 126 103 114 68 7 592
Fla. 17 59 110 41 6 6 239
N. Y. 67 29 25 7 4 2 45 59 238
Va. 1 117 64 1 3 186
Texas 76 53 30 4 1 13 177
S. C. 14 82 15 9 120
Md. 40 40







N. J. 9 9
N. C. 1 8 9







1. _ . 3
Total 177 150 185 142 195 155 119 131 105 114 133 105 1711
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The local supply of beans is confined to four
months from July to Ocotber. Althou^x the ’’homegrown"
supply continues to lead the list, Florida is a
close runner up. North Carolina second and Maryland
third. It would seem reasonable to conclude that
because the season of native beans is so short-lived
the ’’homegrown" position on the list as a leader in
the source of supply is threatened. An analysis of
the list, hov/ever, shows that the greatest quantity
of fresh beans received locally, in any one month,
is received during the month of July, 249 carloads,
and the greatest quantity received from any other
state during the year is received from Florida dur-
ing January, 95 carloads . During this month Florida
has no competitor. Therefore, the consumption of
fresh beans varies in proportion with the local pro-
duction, and the ’'homegrown"will still lead as a
source of supply.
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Beans -“Recelpts by Sources of Supply--Carloads (1)
1933 Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept (3ct Nov Dec Total
H. G.
1 249 236 123 35 643
Fla. 99 82 81 84 71 5 86 60 568
N. C. 39 29 2 1 71
Md. 50 2 52
Va. 20 22 42
S. C. 31 1 32
'La. 5 7 5 17
Calif. 2 5 1 1 9
N. J. 7 1 8
Conn. 4 2 1 7




N. Y. 1 1 2
111. 1 1
Penn. 1 1
N. Y. C • 1 1 2
Unknown 1 1 2 4
Total 99 83 82 89 152 118 254 239 124 72 95 61 1468
Considering the rest of the more important
crops, the celery supply is still maintained to the
i
greatest extent by local producers, and the chief
competitors are Florida and California. Florida
practically controls the market during January and
February, v/hile California ships to the Boston market
the year round.
(1) RECEIPTS MD SOURCES OF BOSTON’S FOOD SUPPLY
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Celery--Receipts by Sources of Supply- -Carloads (1)
1955 Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Sept Oct Nov Dec Total
H. G. 2’2 6 1 57 78 69 67 85 44 409
Fla. 86 81 95 88 42 592
Calif. 25 4 6 8 24 56 8 1 2 70 90 292
N. Y. 7 1 1 5 11 56 57 16 112
Mich. 4 5 12 2 25
N. J. 1 1 2
Idaho 1 1
N. Y. C • 2 2







Corn Is definitely a "homegrown" product
and 729 of the 755 carloads received in the Boston
market v/ere received from local grov/ers. The chief
competition is then among the growers within the
state, and it is likely to be severe, because the
supply is abundant and it reaches the market at the
same time. The quick deterioration which starts im-
mediately after picking, makes other state competi-
tion impossible.
Com- -Recelpts by Sourceg of Supply—Carloads (1)









87 554 82 10 755
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July eind August is the native heet season
and the bulk of the supply is received during these
two months. Texas is a source of competition, but
the receipts are unusually light from any of the
competing states. Squash is in the same category;
the local farms continue to be the principal source
of Boston's squash supply. Both winter and summer
varieties are produced. There is really no competition.
Beets—Receipts by Sources of Supply- -Carloads (D
Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Total
9 6 14 5 4 85 152 117 75 66 55 5 551
20 21 17 18 4 5 11 94





29 27 52 25 52 105 152 117 75 66 59 16 715
Squash—Receipts by Sources of Supply- -Carloads ( 1
)
Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sent Oct Nov Dec Total
58 45 49 21 4 5 65 84 95 78 115 67 678
1 1











77 50 57 22 7 9 70 85 95 78 116 82 746
(1) RECEIPTS AND SOURCES OF BOSTON'S FOOD SUPPLY
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Peppers are leading as a source of supply
for this crop, but Florida has proved to be strong
in competition for the Boston market.
Considering that 96^ of the total acreage
devoted to peppers is found in the eastern section
of Massachusetts, and that only 224 acres are
raised in the state, it is easy to explain why
Florida is competing so strongly. The pepper supply
raised in this state is not adequate for the miscel-
laneous group of Inhabitants that like their fine
flavor. A competing state near to Boston will find
a market for peppers. Florida, although not near to
Boston, has the most favorable climate for a year-
round supply. New Jersey has been a competitor be-
cause the season coincides with our native season.
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Peppers--Recelpts by Sources of Supply---Carloads (1
1933 Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Total
H. G. 2 81 119 81 6 289
Fla. 36 42 43 47 43 31 2 9 19 272




N. C. 3 25 5 33
Calif. 3 3 6
Texas 3 1 2 6





Total 36 42 43 47 43 49 59 108 125 94 23 21 690
Greater emphasis is placed on the agricul-
tural industry of eastern Massachusetts when one
considers the source of supply of vegetables in the
Boston market has been largely maintained by the
farms in the eastern section of Massachusetts, and
that the largest percentage of the supply received
from the same forty states which contribute to the
Massachusetts food supply, is received from these
farms. Another important fact to be considered, is that
the farmers in this section do not send their entire
of
supply to Boston but dispos^/it through other chan-
nels. This phase will be considered more in detail
in Chapter V.
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In a recent project undertaken by the Fed-
eral Research Workers, to find out how much farmers
in this section grow and hov/ they sell, a producers’
questionnaire was made up and enumerators under the
Federal Research Project visited the producers in
Barnstable, Bristol, Essex, Middlesex, Norfolk and
Plymouth Counties, and the results of their findings
show : ( ^
)
Total number of questionnaires filled out 2,710
Total number of questlonnarles for 3 acres or more 2,051
Total sales reported in 1933 — 8,985,358 bushels
Total sales reported in 1928 — 7,796,428 bushels
Estimated value from acreage value of prod-
ucts @ .85 a bushel in 1933 $7,637,554
Acres of vegetables 22,246
Acres of fruits 12,230
Acres of small fruits 597
Total acres of vegetables.
fruits and small fruits. 35,073
Number of farmers having three acres or
more reporting selling all or some of their goods
in Boston market 1,245
Number of farmers having three acres or
more selling their goods on Farmers ’ Market 537
(1) Cranberry and Strawberry Growers not included
.i opf.oT;;
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Although the summary of the questionnaries
is not complete, the Federal Supervisor has given
the folloY/ing estimate based on statements in the
schedules about those who are not selling in Boston
because of crowded conditions.
1. Of the 2,051 cultivating three or more
acres, 806 report that they do not sell in
Boston, 15^ or 120 state they would sell
here if an adequate farmers ’ market was
provided
.
2. Of the 659 reports of three acreas or less,
10^ sell some of their products in Faneuil
Hall Market.
3. Of the 659 farms of less than three acres
15^ or 99 of these would sell on an ade-
quate farmers’ market some or all of their
products during the busy season.
The total of those selling on Faneu LI Hall
Market added to these estimates will give the total
of those from these counties who desire to sell in
I
Boston.
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1. Number of farmers (three acres or more)
now selling in Fanueil Hall Market
2. 15^ of 806 farmers (three acres or more)
now selling in Faneuil Hall Market 120
3. 10^ of 659 farmers (three acres or more)
now selling in Faneuil Hall Market 66
4. 15^ of 659 farmers (three acres or more)
not now selling in Faneuil Hall Market 99
Total number of farmers who now sell in
Faneuil Hall Market or who would like to
sell in a farmer’s market. 822
The number of farmers who have three acreas
or more were estimated to be 2,051, using 1,640
trucks for marketing. One must recognize that those
who bring their goods into market do not make up the
total of those who would bring their goods to market
if sufficient roadway and parking space were provided.
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Nvunber of Times Per V/eek Farmers Go to Market































This table shows hov/ often the farmers go
to market by months, and includes all farmers wher-
ever they sell and applied whether they sell locally
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Supply and Economic Factors
The question of the source of supply is
an important consideration in the agricultural pro-
duction of Massachusetts. As a general rule, every
market is supplied in the main by those producers
vfho are able to supply products at lower prices than
those asked by other producers. Agriculture, however,
is not in the same position as modern industry, and
cannot compete in the same manner. Agriculture
necessarily utilizes the ’’free" goods of nature and
is, therefore, dependent on sunshine, rainfall,
vital energies and other aspects of nature. Although
one can own the land upon which rain and sunshine act,
one cannot control the sunshine and rain. Obviously,
agriculture reflects its dependence on physical en-
vironment while industry does not, and the stores
and forces which agricult\ire uses are less dependent
on human control J^^The natural environment determines
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the location of agricultural endeavor, and the
source of supply.
A direct control of the supply is most ap-
parent in agriculture. The forces of nature determine
the period of growth of the plant and vegetables,
while in any other form of industrial activity man
may reduce and control the cycle of time. An agri-
culturist has not the same complete control.
The agricultural supply in this section of
the country is seasonal, and the period of gestation
is limited by climatic and biological conditions v/hich
prevail over this section. The chief concern is, the
seasonal production of perishables all reach the mar-
ket about the same time. Storage is impossible, for
the supply deteriorates quickly. Consequently, local
vegetable and fruit supplies which come into the mar-
ket in great variety are competing with each other
for a market.
Forces such as rainfall or the lack of it,
temperature and insect pests directly affect the
volume of production. Control over quantity of pro-
duction or output is often seriously interfered with.
For example, a considerable portion of the celery
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production was destroyed by a blight last year
v;hich spread over Massachusetts. The agriculturist
can neither control the period of production, or the
quantity of production. (l
)
Local Supply
The agriculture carried on in this state
is varied, and practically everything necessary for
a vegetable diet is raised here, and it was in Mass-
achusetts that the most popular and common varieties
of vegetables had their origin. The Massachusetts
Industrial Commission in their agricultural marketing
survey have shown the production, consumption and
distribution of the leading agricultural products
from the farms and their figures substantiate the
fact that Massachusetts does not produce sufficient
farm products to supply the needs of the consumer
within the state; and according to the same report
Massachusetts produces vegetable crops exclusive of
potatoes, valued at more then seven million dollars.
The market garden areas are extensive.
The crops grown include, beets, cabbage, carrots,
tomatoes, lettuce, spinach, celery, and others.
Obviously, it is apparent that Massachusetts is not
(1) Zimmermann, WORLD RESOURCES AND INDUSTRIES
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self-sustaining in food production, yet in some areas
it could be more self-sustaining by necessity, for
there are many miles of undeveloped areas with avail-
able locations and other factors which lend themselves
to market gardening and truck farming, but the state
raises only a fraction of the vegetables the people
consume, and other sections of the country supply
this state v/lth a greater proportion of its vegetables
The larger proportion of the "local grown”
produce that is sold by the farmers in the Boston
market comes from eastern Massachusetts. It is
mainly this supply that makes up the total receipts
of trucked-in fruits and vegetables. Considering
this section in terms of counties and the acreage of
vegetables harvested for sale, Middlesex County ranks
first with 8,977 acres; Bristol County second with
4,931 acres, and Essex County third with 4,371.
The total of Middlesex and Essex Counties amounts to
13,348 acres while the entire acreage for the State
is 33,336 acres.- This indicates that the larger
percentage of the supply that is sold in the Farmers’
Market comes from eastern Massachusetts.
(1) Figures provided from 1930 census by Massachusett
State Department of Agriculture.
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The Massachusetts Industrial Commission
by its recent survey of agricultural market condi-
tions, have focused our attention, as never before,
on the enormous food requirement of this state, the
size of our farming activity, and the means that the
farmers use to distribute the supply to fulfill our
requirements
.
Important Factors in Considering Supply
In considering the sources of supply
some very important facts must be taken into consid-
eration .
1. That because the variety of vegetables
grown in Massachusetts is necessarily
seasonal, two crops are usually the maxi-
mum raised.
2. The growing season is, at its best, five
one-
anj^half months long, from May to November.
Two crops of vegetables are produced during
a season if cold frames and fertilizer are
used. This is usually true in market
gardening and truck farming and the pro-
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3. Various sections of the country must "be
drawn upon during the different seasons to
supply the vegetables that this section
could not supply, not only because the
supply would be inadequate, but because
during seven months of the year the bit-
ing frosts make farming impossible.
4. The food supply is very complicated.
The part which nearby producers play is
comparatively small, and from three-fifths
to four-fifths come from outside of Mass-
achusetts .
5. During the season of truck farming and
market gardening there are some advantages
from the consumer's standpoint in direct
sale from producer to consumer.
6. Direct sale needs supervision to prevent
abuses. These checks have been found in
competition, governmental and other methods
of controlling sales.
7. The handling of nearby produce is satisfac-
tory in some cases, in others it is compli-
cated by the separation of the markets
which has caused decentralization.
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Local Supply and Local Consumption
Very few comprehensive studies of food
consumption have been made of Massachusetts and It
Is safe to say that those made are no longer satis-
factory. It is common observation that food demands
are changeable and elastic. Recently, the develop-
ment of national advertisements sponsoring vegetar-
ian diets has brought about a nev; situation in food.
It is evident that people are eating more vegetables
and fruits and that the supply of fresh vegetables
comes into the market in a larger variety and in
larger quantities than ever before.
The greater consumption is explained by
the recent fresh food campaigns, educational stimu-
lus and chiefly by the greater number of retail out-
lets, grocery chains, roadside stands, and indepen-
dent markets, which are displaying attractively a
large variety of fruits and vegetables.
To be sure, Massachusetts does not pro-
duce sufficient quantities to satisfy home consump-
tion, with the exception of cranberries.
The fact that the entire state raises but
a fraction of what the state consumes warrants the
Jbgol Ic 5Vie4®4f5 itjijiob irp1if‘\«^^
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conclusion that Massachusetts consumes, within
her own territory, the truck and market gardening
crops raised for market. Also, there is a consid-
erable consumer demand for fresh fruits and vege-
tables during seasons v/hen none are raised by the
farmers in Massachusetts. Furthermore, other sec-
tions of the country must be drawn upon to satisfy
the requirements during the winter months. In all,
forty states contribute to the Massachusetts fresh
fruits and vegetable supply.
An analysis of the total consumption of fresh fruit
and vegetables in Massachusetts reveals that the
domestic supply is consumed locally and furthemore
that this supply is only a relatively small amount
of the total consumption of fresh fruits and vege-
tables. (1)
(1) Report of the Commission on Cost of Living in
Massachusetts pp. 90-133
Massachusetts Commission on the Necessaries of Life
annual report.
Receipts and Sources of Boston's Food Supply--
MJVSSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
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Boston *s Receipts of Trucked-In Fruits and Ve^eta'bles
A detailed study of figures contained in
(
this report show the receipts of various kinds of
produce in the Boston market as given by the United
States Census and the records of the Boston Produce
Exchange and the Receipts and Sources of Boston's
Food Supply. From these records many figures have
been drawn showing the receipts of the principal
types of perishable foods, month by month, during
the year. Some of the charts shov; in graphic form
the seasonal variations in the receipts of practic-
ally all of the trucked-in products. Some of the
other charts show a dependence of Massachusetts upon
outside sources for the greater part of the food con-
sumed in Massachusetts. Meager as are the details
of food consumed in Massachusetts certain facts
stand out; mainly, that this business of farming is
carried on in the confines of a so-called industrial
state, and that Massachusetts is a dependent food
area, and she does not produce all that her four and
one-half million people consume. (1)
(1) RECEIPTS AND SOURCES OF BOSTON FOOD SUPPLY
A. E. Cause, THE FOOD SUPPLY OF NF// ENGLAND
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The following table shov/s the increase in
trucked-in fruits and vegetables as received in the
Boston market. Obviously, the production is only a
small percentage of the total production consumed
by this market. (1)
Boston Fruit and Vep;etable Receipts
Percentage Trucked-In (H.G.)
1927 1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933
15.9 13.9 14.6 18.6 18.3 18.7 19.9
Carload Lots of Domestic and Foreign Vegetable and
Fruit Supply Compared
Boston Fruit and Vegetable Receipts (2)
Carload Equivalents
(Based on the Boston. Market)




28.939 31.140 33.425i 28.118
Trucked-In 2.14li 2.220 2.277 2.644
% of Local Trucked-







Trucked-In 8.956 9.591 8.936
% of Local Trucked-
In Vegetables .25 .28 .29 .279
(1) Report from Massachusetts Department of Agricul-
ture .
(2) Totals (only) provided by Massachusetts Depart-
ment of Agriculture
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In a previous table the percent of "home-
grown" fruits and vegetables by volume of total re-
ceipts of all fruits and vegetables on the Boston
market were estimated to:
1950 1951 1952 1955
18.6 18.5 18.7 19.9
To v/eight the importance of these two
groups of perishables, each must be considered sep-
arately. This may best be done by an analysis of
the Total Receipts of Vegetables, and then an anal-
ysis of the Total Receipts of Fruits. (Given previ-
ously). The percentage of the locally grovm perish-
ables in both groups, the fruits and vegetables,
will then show a more definite percentage to the
total receipts.
It should be kept in mind that this per-
centage is necessarily smaller than the real per-
centage which the local growers produce for market,
since an increasing amount of the goods never
reaches the Boston market but is distributed through
other channels . A more detailed report on the per-
centage of fruits and vegetables which reach the
Boston Market v;ill be considered in Chapter VI.
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Considering the percentage of local trucked-
in vegetables as compared with the total receipts in
the previous table, an increasing percentage of
native vegetables make up the total vegetable re-
ceipts. The percentage of native vegetables as com-
pared to the total receipts is much higher than the
percentage of native fruits compared to the total
fruit receipts. The comparison leaves little doubt
as to the importance of the business done by fruit
producing farms and the vegetable producing farms.
If the percentage of native fruits trucked
into the local market were considered separate from
the native vegetables when both perishables are
being compared to foreign supply, the trucked-in
vegetable percentage would be much higher. In 1930,
for instance, the vegetable supply as compared to
foreign supply would read 2bfo Instead of 18.6^; in
1931; 2Q% instead of 18.3^; in 1932; 29^ instead of
18.7^;in 1933,27.9^ instead of 19.9^.
A volume of business is carried on in the
native vegetable supply in the Boston market. It
is because a greater amount of the fruits or berries
are exported, and the vegetables are consumed locally.
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However, for the purposes of clarity, these
two perishables may be considered separately as a
source of local supply; then the relative importance
of the two is more significant.
In 1930 only 1% of the native carloads of
fruit reached the Boston market while 25^ of the
native carloads of vegetables were received; in 1931
only 1% as compared to 28^; in 1932 only 6.8^ as
compared to 29^; and in 1933 9% as compared to 27.9^.
The relative difference is important and Y/hen con-
sidering the two percentages together, the average
percentage is necessarily reduced by the relatively
smaller fruit supply.
The percentages used in these tables rep-
resent the supply during the entire year, but if the
percentages were considered for our natural grov/ing
season, the amount of local produce to the total used
would be much higher. 40^ of the supply was home-
grown in August 1933, and from June to November, in-
clusive, the local farmers supplied 25^ or over 1,000
carloads a month. (1)
(1) Conclusions drawn from REPORT ON CERTAIN PHASES OF
MARKETING PERISHABLE PRODUCTS IN BOSTON
Boston’s Receipts of Trucked-In Fruits and Vegetables
MASSACHUSETTS DEPiU^TIvlENT OF AGRICULTURE
lo febdoI*xB-> 5TXv^fl >rfi -c
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The percentage of the supply produced
locally is lessened because of the Nev/ England
climate. The native farmers cannot compete in
production more than six months in tv;elve.
During the native season the "local
grown" produce comes into the market in large pro-
portions and easily outnumbers the carloads of
foreign perishables. The season is very limited
and constituents necessary for a well balanced
diet must be imported during the long v/inter
months
.
Imports and Exports of Crops
Imports
The trend of receipts on the Boston market
indicates that supplies come here from every section
of the country except the Northern Great Plains re-
gion, and from Cuba, Mexico, and tropical sources.
The supply of vegetables and fruits received in
Boston from California is greater than that received
by any other state. 10,400 carloads of fresh fruits
and 2,600 carloads of fresh vegetables were shipped
to Boston from the states along the Pacific coast.
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Thousands of cars of bananas and lemons are shipped
into Boston, and these two fruits make up the bulk
of the total.
The entire country is called upon to meet
the consumption requirements of this state. The
principal sources from which fruits and vegetables
are imported into Massachusetts to satisfy local
needs are indicated in the following tables.
Sources of Important Ap;ricultural Products
Shipped into Boston Market
Data show percentage of total imports into
Massachusetts of various crops.
APPLES
1. Vol\3me of Imports 1461 carloads
2. Percent of imports to total
Annual Consumption 26^
3. Source of Imports
Carload capacity 600 bushels
Percent of
State Volume of Carloads Total Import
a. Washington 606 41.48
b. Virginia 155 10.61
c . Delaware 126 8.62
d. New York 119 8.15
e. West Virginia 80 5.47
f. Maine 72 4.93
g. New Jersey 63 4.31
h. Others 240 16.43
(1) AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF THE AC31ICULTURAL INDUSTRY
OF MASSACHUSETTS
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POTATOES
1. Volume of Imports 12509 carlots
2. Percent of imports to total
Annual Consumption 68 , 2%
3. Source of Imports:

























































1. Volume of imports
2. Percent of imports to total
Annual consumption
3. Source of imports:
Carload capacity 500 bushels
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CABBAGES
1 . Volume of Imports




crates of 110-120 lbs
Percent of
Total Import
a. New York 395 29.6
b. Virginia 233 17.5
c . Texas 221 16.6
d. South Carolina 127 9.5
e. Florida 115 8.6
f . Maryland 76 5.7
g . Alabama 70 5.3
h. Others 95 7.2
SOURCE OF GENERAL FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES IN MASS.














1. Volume of imports 1377 carloads
2. Source of imports
Carload capacity 230 crates of 32 qt
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Percent of
State Volume of Carloads Total Import
a. Maryland 306 22.23
b. North Carolina 256 17.13
c. Louisiana 146 10.61
d. Kentucky 137 9.96
e. Washington 130 9.44
f. Missouri 85 6.17
g. Delaware 81 5.88
h. Florida 76 5.52
1. Arkansas 61 4.45
j . Others 119 8.63
PEAS
1. Volume of Imports 712 carloads
2, Source of imports :
Carload capacity: 500 bushels
Percent of
State Volume Carloads Total Import
a. California 549 77.1
b. Washington 77 10.8
c . Oregon 56 7.9
d. New York 19 2.7


































The chief exports of Massachusetts are
apples, potatoes, onions, and cranberries. The
most important contribution to the exports from the
eastern section of the state is cranberries. Al-
though 70?o of all the cranberries grovm in the world
are grown in this section of this state, a relatively
small percentage of the total production is consumed
by the domestic market. The per capita consumption
of cranberries in Massachusetts is only 0.26 pounds
while the average per capita consumption of cran-
berries for the entire country is 0.48 pounds. (D
The state of Illinois alone consumes tv;lce as many
barrels of our native cranberries as all the six
New England states combined. The population of the
West Northern Central States is not quite twice as
large as that of New England, yet the consumption
of Massachusetts cranberries is approximately four
times as much as the combined New England States.
The East North-central area of the United States,
which includes Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan,
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and Wisconsin, imports nearly 30% of the Massachu-
setts crop.
Cranberries may then be classed as one of
the most important "export" crops of Massachusetts
.
The following table summarizes the follov/-
ing facts concerning the distribution of cranberries
and gives a more complete picture of the important
markets that the domestic cranberries are shipped
to. The table further emphasizes the fact that New
England furnishes a relatively small market for
cranberries, and the chief market is located in
the middle west.
(1) Economic Geography, THE CEANBERRY INDUSTRY IN
MASSACHUSETTS Volume 2, pp . 59-69
[1
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ESTIMATED CONSUMPTION OF MASSACHUSETTS CRANBERRIES
FOR YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 1950
(Total Massachusetts Production 380,000 Barrels.










Illinois 47,872 .63 13.8
Ohio 35,156 .55 10.1
New York 29,682 .24 8.5
California 29,000 .51 8.2
Minnesota 26,656 1.04 7.7
Missouri 25,466 1.13 7.4
Canada 22,666 .03 6.6
New Eng. Sts. 20,000 .24 5.8
lov/a 14,552 .59 4.2
Indiana 13,328 .41 3.8
Pennsylvania 9,724 .10 2.8
Texas 9,078 .16 2.6
Wisconsin 7,276 .25 2.0
V/ashington 6,052 .38 1.7
North Dakota 5,457 .80 1.5
Oklahoma 4,862 .20 1.3
Tennessee 4,862 .19 1.3
Colorado 4,216 .40 1.2
Kansas 4,216 .22 1.2
Utah 4,216 .83 1.2
Maryland 3,638 .22 1.1
Kentucky 3,638 .14 1.1
South Dakota 3,638 .53 1.1
Montana 2,414 .45 .7
Oregon 2,414 .25 .7
Arkansas 1,819 .09 .5
Louisiana 1,819 .09 .5
Georgia 1,207 .04 .4
Arizona 603.5 .14 .2
Virginia 603.5 .02 .2
Y/. Virginia 603.5 .04 .2
(1) AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF THE AGRICULTURE INDUS-
TRY OF MASSACHUSETTS
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Prices of Imported Vegetables and Fruits Com-
pared to Home n:rown
Two Vegetables Selected
The price quotations on market conditions
of farm products are subject to more frequent change
and variation than prices on other commodities.
Manufactured products fluctuate in price less fre-
quently than do raw materials. Some prices in
agricultural products fluctuate less frequently
than others. V/e may conclude that farm prices in
general do fluctuate sind the prices are varied.
The reason for this fluctuation in price
is that the grov/ing season is changeable in charac-
ter and conditions are beyond the control of man.
The miner or manufacturer can regulate supply while
the farmer cannot.
Producers of perishable products find that
they vary with the seasons as well as from quality.
Usually a farmer has a market for his product
—
good,
bad or indifferent—and price ranges according to
quality. Everyone must eat, even the pauper, and
the contents of purses vary.
.f
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If, however, production of farm products
exceeds the normal supply, the demand for the excess
diminishes quite quickly and prices fall. The depres-
sion price is also caused hy rapid deterioration.
In what month are prices the highest? In
what month are they the lov/est? Are the prices
lower when the consumer is buying native vegetables
and fruits? Are they higher when the perishables
must be shipped in from an outside state when the
"home grown" supply of perishables is not available?
"The Monthly Retail Prices on Certain Food
Products" contains prices averaged from quotations
which have been collected from a dozen retail stores
in various sections of Boston and vicinity. The
average price for the year has been calculated direct-
ly from the monthly estimates, January to January.
In some cases the average price for the "native" sea-
son has not been calculated. Since this thesis is
based on the agricultural aspects in eastern Massa-
chusetts, the "native" prices are very Important.
The quotations which list the "native" as well as
the "shipped in" will, therefore,be given consideration
for comparisons. (1)
(1) THE MONTHLY RETAIL PRICES ON CERTAIN FOOD PRODUCTS
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It must be remembered that during the na-
tive season the bulk of the supply will be on market
and the price average given under the "native sea-
son average" may be lower than that estimated for
the v^inter months.
Taking one of the first quotations given,
that of asparagus, the prices quoted for the average
price for the year on "shipped in" asparagus is 53.4
cents or twice as high as the price quoted for the
native season average, 27.3 cents. The difference
may be attributed to the difference in volume of the
supply. The total supply is 599 carloads and the
native, or "homegrown", supply is only 199 carloads.
The native supply is only one-third of the total,
but the price received for the "homegrown" average
is greater than one-third the total received by the
"shipped in" average.
The heaviest receipts received from an
outside source came from California during April and
May, and the competition diminishes as the native
season progresses. The high price quoted for March,
91.0 cents, is received for "shipped in" asparagus,
when there is no local competition.
V • * 1
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Another interesting fact is that the
prices for shipped in asparagus fluctuate from 91.0
cents to 42.0 cents while the prices received on
native asparagus are more constant, 26.0 cents to
27.3 cents.
These prices are quoted on the two pound
hunches shipped in, and the one and one -quarter
pound native bunches. They are classified as large
and small bunches.
The season average on the "shipped in"
crop has dropped from 53.4 cents in 1928 to 41.6
cents in 1934. The season average on the native
crop has dropped from 27.3 cents in 1928 to 15.0
in 1934.
The receipts for spinach may be more in-
teresting because the locally grown spinach has al-
ways made up from one-third to one-half the total.
The highest quotation on spinach (three pounds) is
given for the month of January, 54.9 cents. This
figure is given for "shipped in" spinach. The May
quotation is 32.7 cents, the month when there is a
liberal supply of "trucked in" and "shipped in"
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as low as 20.5 in June. ' The average yearly price
Is 26.5 for both "shipped in" and native. Compari-
son of figures shows that the January, or "Texas"
month, receives a price which is twice as large as
the lov/est price quoted on the native season, and
not quite twice as large as the highest price
quoted for the native season in May. Hov/ever, the
distance which Texas has to ship the crop may absorb
the profits.
We can conclude that, whether the native
receipts make up one-third to one-half the total or
v/hether the proportion is much less, the prices on
native crops Eire never as high as the "shipped in"
crops during their respective seasons; secondly,
that as the native supply increases the price de-
creases; thirdly, that although the price quoted
on native crops is lov/er than that on the "shipped
in", the per cent of profit is not necessarily
lov/er, because the cost of marketing the perishables
Increases as the distance Increases. Therefore,
as the distance Increases the proportion of profit
decreases. For instance, a shipment from Texas
may receive a higher quotation but the cost of mar-
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the net profit. Prices are therefore protected by
the high cost of transporting the products from dis-
tant regions and selling them in the Boston Market.
(
(1) RECEIPTS OF BOSTON'S FOOD SUPPLY, Massachusetts
Department of Agriculture
MONTHLY RETAIL PRICES, Massachusetts Department of
Agriculture
.
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Purpose For Which It Was Organized
Although farmers have been selling their
goods in the Faneuil Hall district since the late
1600* s, there is no reason to believe that the few
scattered tradesmen in what was then a non-congested
location caused any market problem to enter the
political life of Boston. It was not until 1740 that
the difficulties of local trade were seen and the
necessity of a central market was realized. It was
then that Peter Faneuil, one of the leading men of
Boston, offered to give a market house to the people
of the city.(l)
From the beginning, the Faneuil Hall Market
was planned to take advantage of the centralized mar-
keting that it would make possible. It v;as this
feature of complete centralization of all farm produce
that was accountable for the rapid growth and early
prosperity of the market. With this in mind, it seems
somewhat paradoxical that this district is no longer
the sole produce market in Boston, but that it has
sacrificed almost all of its fruit and potatoe business
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to the auction in Charlestown, and has allowed its
wholesale business to go to the Boston Market Terminal
in South Boston, It is now used largely as a central
market place for truck farmers from all parts of
Massachusetts,
The explanation of this breakdown is two-
fold.
1. The location which at first brought it success
by being convenient for a large number of
buyers, later proved to be a disadvantage be-
cause it could neither take care of the conges-
tion within the market nor could it control
the general business expansion which was push-
ing in on the market on all sides. This did
not give it ample space to take care of the
marketing transactions. (i)
2, It did not offer direct connection with the
railroads and could not, therefore, be con-
sidered a good market for goods that were
shipped in by rail.. From these facts, it can
be seen that the very factor that made the
market very successful in the early days is
today threatening to destroy it.
(l) Pamphlet on Boston in the 1800* s. City Record,
Loc.Cit.
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Joslah Quincy, Mayor-elect of Boston in 1823,
whose Interest in the inarket situation equaled that of
Peter Faneuil, readily sa?/ that the old maj’ket was not
large enough for the increased trade. After great dif-
ficulty during which many of the citizens threatened to
hang Quincy, he succeeded in gaining the necessary author-
ity and appropriation from the Council to erect a new
building. (1)
After purchasing land covering 27,000 square
feet on North and South Market Streets, the corner-stone
of the market v/as laid in April 1825. Many feared that
the Mayor was getting the city into debt from which it
could never escape. These fears were quieted, however,
when it was found that within a few months after the
market was opened it yielded a very large rental.
Today it is utilized to its full capacity and
the merchant rents his stall for a certain number of
years. It has been readily seen and proven that the mar-
ket is a self-supporting project and that it has never
added to the tax burden of the citizens.
Although this market was unregulated for many
years, the increased business which was carried on in
(1) LAWS AND RESOLVES OP LIASSACHUSETTS, 1855-1859,
Chapter 211, p. 369.
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it made it necessary to set up certain restrictions
and understandings pertaining to the use of the mar-
ket and the conduct of the patrons in it. This common
law of guidance was so haphazard and indefinite that
it was clarified and supported in 1859 by definite
legislative action.
The main importance of this act was that it
was the first concentrated step to regulate the whole
market and to co-ordinate all rules. It definitely
stated the status of those who were eligible to sell
their goods in the market and it conclusively set time
limits which made Faneuil Hall an early morning and a
late evening market.
This act stood on the books and was enforced
until 1921, when it was found that there began a great
influx of truck gardeners from all parts of the State.
In 1921, realizing that it was impossible for all these
farmers to obtain room in the market itself in order
to sell their goods, an act was passed authorizing the
Board of Street Commissioners to make reasonable regu-
lations governing the occupation of street stands
within the limits of Faneuil Hall Market and to set
the time for the opening and closing of these stands. (l)
(1) LAWS AND RESOLVES OF MASSACHUSETTS, 1921, Chapter
191, p. 171.
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Through these Acts, the legislative history
of the Faneuil Hall Market is now fairly accurate.
Because of these acts of regulation, any movement to
close or to change the regular routine in this market
would require an act of the Legislature. The general
conduct within the market, being enforced by a city
ordinance, still assumes a common law status and would
require no great political action for its modification.
Combining the Common and statue law principles that now
govern this market, the following rules are found to
exist;
1. Selling hours are observed from 4 a.m. to
5 p.m. and transactions may not take place at any time
not within those hours.
2. Farmers are allowed to leave their trucks in
the free area on South Market Street at all
times except 4 p.m. on Sundays and holidays,
providing that they contain produce and that
there is someone in charge of the truck, al-
though under this rule a farmer may keep
his truck in the market from 4 p.m. Sunday
until midnight the following Saturday, his
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3. Positions or stalls in the market are not
reserved for anyone, and depend entirely upon
a "first come, first served" principle,
4. South Market Street is the only place where
the unlimited parking provisions of No. 2
apply. All trucks must move from the front
of Faneuil Hall by 7. a.m. and must be away
from State Street by 8 a.m. Farmers* trucks
are supposed to leave the streets in the
remainder of the market district by 10 a.m.
The exact time on this, however, has never
been rigidly enforced.
5. Any one who has a place of business within
eight miles of Faneuil Hall cannot sell
goods in this market district.
6. All goods sold most have been grown by the
seller or have been obtained from a distance
not greater than 10 miles from his residence
or must be sold by agents not in violation
of No. 5.
Important Changes Which Have Taken Place
Taking the historic facts, that this market
was an efficient centralized place for buyers and
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sellers of farm produce to do business at their face
value, many important changes have occurred within the
past 200 years which drastically modify any marketing
plan of the eighteenth century. Of these changes, the
ones which pertain most directly to this topic are:
1. The growth of traffic congestion in the
market.
2. The increased business activity of Boston
proper.
3. The growth of urban population.
4. The changes in transportation facilities.
The problem of traffic congestion needs
little discussion^ although the increasing traffic to
the market caused prosperity for the farmers, whole-
salers, and jobbers many years ago, this congestion
rapidly outgrew any possibility of accomodating it at
this location. The shift of part of the market functions
to Charlestown and to South Boston has failed to re-
lieve the situation greatly. The result is that for
about seven months of the year, the Faneuil Hall market
is too crowded to permit proper business activities.
The increased business activity in Boston is
another obstacle to the proper utilization of this
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market. This problem closely resembles that of the
congestion difficulties, but differs in that it creates
congestion outside of the market district rather than
N in the market area itself. All users of this market
must now work their way through the narrow streets of
the financial or general business districts of Boston.
At the present, Faneuil Hall district, which was once
a roomy market, is now hemmed in on all sides by the
thickly populated business houses of Boston.
The third important change that has taken
place since Faneuil Hall was first established, and one
which goes far to detract from the strategic location
that this section once possessed, is the fact that the
trend of population has been away from this marketing
center rather than tov/ard it. As could be readily
supposed, the population figures have been on the in-
crease throughout this period. With this in mind, it
is significant to notice that Boston* s percentage of the
total population has been on the decrease throughout
almost all of this time.
Percentage of Population Living in Boston on
Basis of Yearly Totals (l)
Year 1840 1860 1900 1920 1950
Percent of Popula-
tion in Boston 56.6^ 46,4^ 48^ 44^ 39.9^
(1) CENSUS REPORTS, 1840, 1860, 1900, 1920, 1930.
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Growth of Market District
These figures indicate that each year a larger
number of people must be put to the mileage inconvenience
of coming to a market district whose location still sym-
bolizes the days when it was within a five mile radius
of a large majority of the customers using it. To draw
these conclusions is not to say that the market should
be changed every time a new census is taken, nor does it
indicate that any one particular locality should ever
govern the market on the basis of its population alone.
It does indicate, however, that although Boston is still
the hub of the population chart as far as total numbers
are concerned, the diameter of this hub is widening as
the population of the adjoining towns increases faster '
than does the number of dwellers in Boston. This shows
that anywhere on a constantly widening radius from
Faneuil Hall would be a satisfactory location for mar-
ket as far as population is concerned. On the basis of
this reasoning, it is quite probable that a less congested
area could be found for a market that would be within the
new population hub radius.
Transportation Facilities
The fourth, and what is considered by many to
be the most important change that has come about since
the establishment of the original market at Faneuil Hall,
concerns the drastic revolution that has taken place in
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transportation facilities within the last one hundred
years. The growth of rail shipment and transportation
of produce to the Boston Market from many distant states
caused the lack of rail connections to be a decided
handicap to the Faneuil Hall section. As a result of
this, the various railroads in Boston have taken certain
phases of produce marketing into their own control and
each has established a market in its freight yards.
Such a situation definitely shows that the Faneuil Hall
district could not meet the growing rail transportation
requirements of a central market.
The trucking of produce to the markets has
grown rapidly in popularity in all parts of the United
States during the last ten years. Originally, only
the light, highly perishable, or relatively valuable
products which required a high freight rate were mar-
keted by truck. The Boston markets have become aware
of the increasing importance of the trucking business
in two forms.
1. The great increase that it has caused in the
amount of produce brought into the market and
in the number of sellers in the market.
2. The important services that have been rendered
by trucks in distributing the goods from the
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The first of these revelations has tended to increase
the direct contact of the producers with the Faneuil Hall
market somewhat at the sacrifice of the railroads as far
as local business is concerned. The latter tendency has
increased both the business of the railroads and of the
farmer* s market by making distribution from the market
more easy.
Although the truck farmers are active daily
in the Boston market, their work is largely supple-
mentary to, rather than in direct competition with that
of the railroads. The truck is of value in the perish-
able produce business only in so far as it is able to
take advantage of local conditions. This usually takes
the form of direct store-door delivery, speedy service
to a short market and convenience in marketing local
produce.
About 11^ of the produce shipped into Boston
is done by trucks. This growth which Faneuil Hall has
witnessed in transportation facilities, first in the
form of railroad business and the desire for terminal
market expansion, and more recently in the form of the
development of the trucking business, further emphasizes
the lack of modern marketing facilities in what was once
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Boston's centralized market. And thus, it is seen that
the four important changes just discussed naturally demand
drastic changes in the marketing functions and practices
of the city.
Congestion in the Market District
The Paneuil Hall problems of congestion and new
market problems, for many years, have centered about the
farmer. Because these people come to the market in such
large and irregulated numbers, they are considered to be
the source of all of the marketing difficulty. For this
reason, almost all plans to change the market first men-
tion the necessity for removing the farmers. Unfortun-
ately, the situation is not one entirely caused by the
farmers. It is, on the contrary, four marketing agencies
working in a space that is scarcely large enou^ for any
one of the four, which causes the great dissatisfaction in
this marketing district. These four active agencies in the
Paneuil Hall Market are the farmer- s elle rs
,
other sellers,
(jobbers and wholesalers) the buyers, and the inter-
market truckers.
To evaluate any changes that should be made in
the market, it is necessary to wei^ the difficulties
that each of these groups has in carrying on its business.
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This may best be done by anaialysis of the sources of
supply and the costs that are involved in the market-
ing of this supply. Since any extraordinar^large costs
in supplying goods to the market are almost certain to
be reflected in the price to the buyer, an analysis of
sellei^s cost serves to evaluate the market from both the
buyers^ and from the sellers* point of view.
Trucked-in goods in the Faneuil Hall district
take two forms;
1. That brought in directly by the farmers.
2. That trucked from terminal markets to this
district.
Since this thesis has to do largely with the first part,
it will be discussed more in detail than that of the
second.
In the Boston Farmers* Market Report for 1931,
figures are given which estimate the perishables
trucked into the market as valued around three and one-
half million dollars. It is because the volume of busi-
ness done in the market is of such great proportions
that care must be taken in making suggestions for a
change in location of the market. Both buyers and sellers
demand consideration in market locations, but since
savings for sellers usually mean savings for buyers too.
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any change in location must bring savings to the farmers
To do this one must consider first the sources from
which the market gets its supply.
The majority of 'local grown” produce that is
sold by the farmers here comes from an area west of
Boston and east of Worcester. It is also true that al-
though the total acreage of vegetables harvested through
out the state was about 35,000, the greater percent was
located in this section. In terms of counties, Middle-
sex was at the top, with Bristol second and Essex third.
This proves that most of the vegetables trucked into
Boston are grown in the above-mentioned places. This
shows that many of the farmers in other sections close
at hand find it advisable not to ship their goods to
this central market because they have found that it is
not central to them and also their costs increase con-
siderablely because of distance.
Buyers have found it very difficult for
various reasons to use the Faneuil Hall market and have
endeavored to find substitute wsysin which they may be
able to buy the goods they desire. Many buyers, realiz-
ing the helplessness of large trucks in this congested
district, refuse to send their trucks into the market.
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They have also found that shopping is made more diffi-
cult and requires more time in the market because of the
lack of display room or orderly arrangement. Finally,
there is an increasing tendency for farmers to deliver
directly to the buyers and for buyers to haul goods
directly from the farms to their own places of business.
This is an outgrowth of the buying inconveniences of
the Faneuil Hall Market.
These facts indicate that buyers use this
market in spite of, rather than because of, its loca-
tion and facilities. The present tendency for buyers
to stay away from Faneuil Hall whenever possible indic-
ates that substitutes for it are being found. From
these facts it is evident that the Faneuil Hall Market
is sadly lacking as a centralized market place for sev-
eral reasons:
1. The present market location is based upon con-
ditions that were suitable generations ago
and fail to meet the marketing needs of the
present and allow no space for modification
to meet the needs of the future.
2. From a study of the buyers and sellers there
is not at present any Justification that it
is located here for the convenience of both.
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3, Congestion, and improper housing and market
arrangements, cause many unnecessary market-
ing costs,
4, The location of the other two markets at a
distance from it has created additional costs,
handling and congestion in the down-town
district.
5, The growing inconveniences of this market are
causing the farmers to sell on commission, at
wholesale, or directly to retailers, and is
causing buyers to attempt to purchase their
goods without patronizing this marketing
district.
A very recent survey -undertaken by the Massa-
chusetts Department of Agriculture gives the following
reasons for the changes in marketing their produce from
Chain Stores to Commission Dealers: (1)
1. Faneuil Hall too congested,
2. Faneuil Hall takes too much time.
3. Commission men better dealers.
4. More money elsewhere.
5. More money retail.
6. Changed locations of farms,
7. Changed quantity of farms.
(1) Unpublished Material. Determined from material
provided by Massachusetts Department of Agriculture,
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The best illustration of the percentage of
fruits and vegetables that are raised in Massachusetts
which are purchased by the Chain Stores is given in
the Report on Marketing Perishables. (l) The results
of many interviews were published as follows;
Summary of Large Chain Stores
(4,000 stores)
1933
Average % ourchased from Summer Winter
Jobbers in Faneull Hall Market 27WQ% 3.2/8%
Farmers in Faneuil Hall Market 1.5/8 1.
Charlestown Auction 24.5/8 31.2/8
South Boston Terminal 16.6/8 36.4/8
Outside of Boston
48.3/8Direct from farmers 16
Local jobbers 0 0
Boston brokers 4.3/8 10
Traveling trucks at store 0 0
United Fruit Company 2,
100^ 100^
Method of Sale
During the summer season the chain stores
purchase approximately 4Q% of their supplies from a
particular group of farmers in Massachusetts, This
buying is usually carried on over the telephone, and
the farmer delivers the order direct to the warehouse.
(1) Report on Certain Phases of Marketing Perishable
Products in Boston With Special Reference to the
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The prices used by the Chain Stores are
generally the same as those quoted by the Faneuil Hall
Market. The quality demanded by the Chain Stores is
of superior type, and they are willing to pay for a
better quality.
A great deal of the buying between the Chain
Store and the farmer is done by telephone, but a buyer
is sent into the Farmers’ Market daily to purchase the
additional supplies needed.
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SMALLER CHAINS AND INDEPENDENT MARKETS
Another summary determined from a number of
the larger independent and smaller chain stores in and
near Boston shows the results given in the following
table. Before considering the table, notice that the
quotations given for the previous table for the Summer
months were 45^ in Boston, or the Faneuil Hall Market,
and 55^ outside, while this table reads 86^ purchased
in Boston and 14% outside of Boston.
Summary of a Supplementary Group of 57 Market s(l)
1933
Average % purchased in Boston Summer Winter
Jobbers in Faneuil Hall Market













Local ;)obbers N. Y.











According to the figures given in the Chart
’’Sales in Boston, Chain Stores,” only 7.4% of the
(1) Report on Certain Phases of Marketing Perishable
Products in Boston With Special Reference to the
Farmer’s Market, Massachusetts Department of Agriculture
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perishables raised by the farmers in eastern Massachu-
setts are sold to Chain Stores outside of Boston. The
percentage that is sold to the Chain Stores in Boston
is much higher, 48^.
We may conclude, therefore, that the largest
percentage of products sold are sold in the Boston
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ROADSIDE MARKETS
Roadside markets are one of the most direct
methods of selling farm produce. Producers who sell thei
products to retailers consider their market "direct. ”(l)
This is a method whereby the producer sells to the final
consumer without any "middleman buying" or intermediate
step such as a commission or a retail store. The pro-
ducer usually sells direct to the consumer at the farms,
or source of supply. The producer may ship the products
to the consumer by express or mail, or deliver them to
the consumer’s door. Either method is considered "direct
marketing."
During the last ten years this type of selling
has increased rapidly in Massachusetts, as well as in
other states that are near centers of population. Many
people now drive out into the rural sections and buy
their fruits and vegetables at the roadside stands
where the quality is usually superior. The stands
range from a table set on the front lawn to large and
permanent structures which have been put up along the
main highways.
(1) Dr. Arthur W. Giebert, DIRECT MARKETING, National
Farm and Garden Association.
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The particular farm products which fit into
the direct type of marketing are:
1, Products of a superior quality, produced in
relatively small quantities and demanded by
a limited class of consumers.
2. Products which consumers prefer to obtain
direct from the producer to insure freshness. (1)
Recent Survey
A roadside stand selling survey was made by
the Massachusetts Department of Agriculture in 1928.
The questionnaires were sent to the consumers who
resided in the cities. The main objective of the
questions was to find out whether the consumers pre-
ferred a roadside market or a retail store as a place
to buy fruits and vegetables. Nine hundred and twenty-
nine consumers preferred roadside markets, while nine
hundred and one preferred retail stores. Three hundred
and forty-four had no choice and one-hundred and sixty-
one did not answer at all.
The results of the questionnaires showed that
43^ of the people preferred the stands as wholesale
markets, while 57^ still depended on the wholesale
markets.
(l) L. A. Sevan, DIRECT MARKETING, Director Massachusetts
Agricultural Department.
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Some of the reasons for this dependence were
given as follov/s:
1. No way to reach the county markets.
2. Supplies not as regular at roadside markets
as those obtained in city stores.
3. Easier to do all shopping in one place.
4. Convenience of town buying — telephone,
deliveries, etc.
The roadside markets that v/ere selected for
the survey varied in type . Some were large permanent
buildings open all year round, others were small
temporary stands. They v/ere all similar in one respect--
the largest proportion of the products sold were raised
by the owners of these stands. Some of the produce was
purchased from neighbors, because the markets made a
definite effort to have a supply of native produce on
sale all of the time. The farmer usually purchased from
his neighbors what he could not supply.
Some of the farmers stated that their custom-
ers come regularly every v;eek or twice a week. The
farmers believed that the hi^ quality of their products
attracted these regular customers.
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During 1930, thirty-one markets reported an
increase in volume of sales. The prices during 1930
were very low, so it does not follow that the increase
in volume was accompanied by an increase in price.
Several other roadside stands reported a
steady increase in trade up to, but not including, 1930.
The number of customers did not necessarily decrease,
but their buying power decreased. The stand owners
claimed that in the 1930 season the customers bought a
quart of berries, instead of two; and a four-quart basket
of apples instead of a bushel.
These direct markets are necessarily seasonal,
in most cases; especially if the supply offered for sale
is native grown. Many of these roadside stands rely on
tourist trade and summer colony customers or on holiday
trade.
According to a table shown in "Direct Market-
int," fifty-four reported their market as seasonal, while
thirty-eight reported a year-round trade.
According to the figures estimated for the
Eastern Massachusetts Section, only 6.2^ of the farms
that produce perishables to be sold on the market, sell
to roadside stands. (i)
(l) Massachusetts Department of Agriculture.
Dr. Arthur W. Gilbert, DIRECT MARKETING, Massachusetts
Agricultural Department.
L. A. Bevan, SUPPLEMENT PREPARED BY DIVISION OF
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CENTRALIZATION
An analysis of the material presented in this
chapter about the existing conditions in the Faneuil
Hall Market point out that the Faneuil Hall Market
reached its maximum capacity several decades ago and
the present conditions in the distribution of perish-
able produce are far from satisfactory.
The markets handling fruits and vegetables
are separated; the citrus fruits, grapes, and north-
western apples are handled largely at the Charlestown
Auction; southwestern vegetables which arrive by rail
are handled and sold at the South Boston Terminal;
while the locally grown produce is bought and sold at
the Faneuil Hall Market section. (l)
Although the auction and the wholesale method
of marketing have been removed from the Faneuil Hall
section, the removal has helped to create new problems
of congestion, rather than eliminate them. If the
original market in Boston could handle the produce,
the present system of decentralization would be solved.
Many buyers use all three markets to purchase
the perishables. The larger buyers use the Market
(1) REPORT ON CERTAIN PHASES OF HANDLING PERISHABLES,
Massachusetts Department of Agriculture.
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Terminal and the Charlestown Auction as well as the
Faneuil Hall Market. The difficulty of reaching these
three markets results in added costs and inconveniences
If the markets were more readily available and more
directly connected these unnecessary costs would be
greatly reduced.
Speed and accessibility to the market are
important considerations when dealing in perishable
commodities, fruits and vegetables.
The supply and demand conditions are very
difficult to estimate because of the present decentral-
ization. Buyers must travel from one market to another
extra trucking and extra costs are incurred. The
Faneuil Hall area is not an efficient market center.
It can not handle all the products that are sent in
for distribution and accomodate the large nearby pro-
ducing section which are trucking produce into market.
Many improvements have been suggested and
made but neither the producers who raise vegetables for
local consumption and deliver their supplies to this
market, nor the buyers who serve the consumers are
satisfied. (1) Speed and quick movement are essential
to distribute these highly perishable commodities.
(1) REPORT ON CERTAIN PHASES OF MARKETING PERISHABLES,
Massachusetts Department of Agriculture.
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Neither have been accomplished and no effort has been
made to bring these extended markets into one central-
ized market.
How Could the Markets be Centralized?
The most adequate suggestion has been for-
warded by the Massachusetts Department of Agriculture,
(No remedy has been applied to the present decentraliza-
tion of the markets,)
The suggestion of a Regional Market to serve
present and future needs of the region seems to be a
scientific solution of the problem. This centralized
market would move the present three to a location where
shipped-in and locally grown products could be concen-
trated and all the products could be purchased.
West of Boston seems to be the most suitable
location as there is an increasing tendency for the
producers to come from the west or south of Boston, (1)
If the location were west of Boston, it could still be
combined with rail connections of any one jnf the rail-
roads.
The location suggested, or hoped for, is in
such a place that could be reached in a minimum of time
(l) See Census Report on number of areas cultivated.
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and effort by the buyers and sellers. A minimum of
congestion without interference from other business
traffic is necessary.
In planning such a location, population
trends, future traffic system development, future agri-
cultural production, and improvements in transporta-
tion methods should all be given consideration.
Such an area should include enough space
for future expansion, and accomodation for the neces-
sary parking space for the trucks, as well as regular
spaces to dispose of their loads. The buyers’ trucks
should be given space, also. The entire space should
be large enough to accomodate both buyer and seller at
the same time, so that easy, quick transfer of products
may be accomplished.
If the buyers are to be located at this cen-
tralized market, adequate facilities should be provided
for accomodation of the buyers such as auction places
and grading and packing houses. There should also be
opportunity for industries which are necessarily allied
such as seedsmen, fertilizer dealers, and hardv/are
suppliers to be grouped around this market.
Market rules and regulations should be very definitely
enacted by definite authorities and provision for control
t . "1
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and arbitration of disputes between the two groups be
made.
The results to be expected of such a market
are:
1. A convenient place for both buyers and sellers.
2. Speed and facilitation in buying and selling.
3. Less spoilage and consequently a superior
quality sold at retail or wholesale.
4. Lower marketing costs to the buyer, seller,
and the final consumer.
5. A market which would serve as a concentrated
center and serve a larger portion of New
England and the Massachusetts producer.
6. More modern equipment and facilities for the
handling of all produce.
7. An equal opportunity for the native produce
to compete with the shipped-in produce.
(1) Based on Survey of New England Production, Boston
Marketing, Boston City Planning Board.
(2) Perishable Products in Boston with Special
Reference to The Farmers* Market by Massachusetts
Agricultural Department Surveys.
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Although Massachusetts is an industrial state
there is much farming carried on. In eastern Massachu-
setts truck farming is more fully developed than in any
other section of the state. The total of farms in
Massachusetts in 1930 v/as estimated to be 25,599. In the
six eastern coimties selected, Barnstable, Bristol,
Essex, Middlesex, Norfolk, and Plymouth, there were
11,865 farms, or approximately half the total number of
farms in Massachusetts. The truck farmers in these
sections are chiefly concerned with the vegetable and
fruit products or the "perishables*'.
The analysis of the geographical factors of
Massachusetts shows quite clearly that this section
has an immature acidic soil which has to be fertilized
considerably and therefore fertilizer is the largest
expense item to the farmer. The crops groTiVn are de-
termined to a large extent by the climate, the soil,
and topographical conditions, which in this section
are favorable to truck farming and market gardening.
Many factors influence the cost of produc-
tion and the farm income. As the largest proportion
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in Eastern Massachusetts, the average income for this
section, $3,274.74, may be somewhat hi^er than that
of other- sections of the state; and the net profit of
5.68^ consequently higher. The new income figure for
1933 may be lower than that of 1930. The new volume
of loans made by the Government at the rate of 5 to
5-|- per cent v/as, roughly, twice as great as that of 1930.
Cranberries, Massachusetts premier crop, may
be said to be grown on the largest scale while the re-
mainder of the crops in which these counties specialize
are truck and market garden crops.
The supply of native truck and gardening
crops is necessarily seasonal, and the period of gesta-
tion is limited by climatic and biological conditions.
The larger proportion of the "local grown" produce that
is sold by the farmers in the Boston Market comes from
Eastern Massachusetts. As there is a considerable con-
sumer demand for fresh fruits and vegetables which could
not be raised or are not raised by the farmers in Massa-
chusetts during certain seasons, other sections must be
drawn upon to supply the food requirements. In all,
forty states contribute to the Massachusetts fresh fruit
and vegetable supply.
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The chief exports of Massachusetts are apples, potatoes,
onions, and cranberries, and these are sent to the
middle v/estern states in large quantities.
There are many channels of distribution.
They are divided into, the Fanueil Hall Market, Chain
Stores, Independent markets, and Roadside Markets.
It has been shown that many of these excess costs of
distribution in the Faneull Hall Market arise because
of the congested inadequacies of the present system of
distribution; while, on the other hand, many econ-
omies have resulted from a direct method of distribution
the farmer selling direct to the chain store or inde-
pendent market. Recommendations have been made for the
centralization of a more adequate market v/ith superior
marketing facilities which would make for greater econ-
omies in the form of lower prices, increased facilities
for quicker buying and selling of goods.
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Barnstable 80 56,400 705 Barnstable 6 2,700 450
Bristol 418 2,038,600 4,877 Bristol 40 109,200 3,090
Essex 314 1,229,200 4,877 Essex 124 217,100 1,751
Middlesex 588 3,486,600 5,929 Middlesex 290 890,300 3,070
Norfolk 131 448,400 3,423 Norfolk 64 109,300 1,708
Plymouth 126 648,300 3,145 PlTBiouth 21 54,500 2,595
Totals 1,657 7,806,300 22,156 545 1,,383,100 12,664
(1) Figures obtained from a recent survey made by the Massachusetts
SALES
5 5 (1)












# of # of Bushels
Farms Bushels per Farm
Barnstable 3 3,400 1,133 89 68,500 702
Bristol 1 700 700 2 11,500 5,750 461 2,169,100 4,717
Essex 3 1,000 333 5 5,400 1,080 446 1,667,000 3,257
Middlesex 5 9,400 1,880 33 89,600 2,715 916 4,406,800 4,886
Norfolk 1 500 500 196 557,600 3,001
Plymouth. 2 4,500 2,250 149 707,500 4,747
15 19,500 6,786 40 106,500 9,545 2:,257 9,576,500 21,310
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